Abstract. Feature-oriented software development (FOSD) is a promising approach for developing a collection of similar software products from a shared set of software assets. A well-recognized issue in FOSD is the analysis of feature interactions: cases where the integration of multiple features would alter the behavior of one or several of them. Existing approaches to feature interaction detection require a fixed order in which the features are to be composed but do not provide guidance as to how to define this order or how to determine a relative order of a newlydeveloped feature w.r.t. existing ones. In this paper, we argue that classic feature non-commutativity analysis, i.e., determining when an order of composition of features affects properties of interest, can be used to complement feature interaction detection to help build orders between features and determine many interactions. To this end, we develop and evaluate Mr. Feature Potato Head (FPH) -a modular approach to noncommutativity analysis that does not rely on temporal properties and applies to systems expressed in Java. Our experiments running FPH on 29 examples show its efficiency and effectiveness.
Introduction
Feature-oriented software development (FOSD) [3] is a promising approach for developing a collection of similar software products from a shared set of software assets. In this approach, each feature encapsulates a certain unit of functionality of a product; features are developed and tested independently and then integrated with each other; developed features are then combined in a prescribed manner to produce the desired set of products. A well-recognized issue in FOSD is that it is prone to creating feature interactions [2, 13, 22, 28] : cases where integrating multiple features alters the behavior of one or several of them. Not all interactions are desirable. E.g., the Night Shift feature of the recent iPhone did not allow the Battery Saver to be enabled (and the interaction was not fixed for over 2 months, potentially affecting millions of iPhone users). More critically, in 2010, Toyota had to recall hundreds of thousands of Prius cars due to an interaction between the regenerative braking system and the hydraulic braking system that caused 62 crashes and 12 injuries.
Existing approaches for identifying feature interactions either require an explicit order in which the features are to be composed [6, 8, 18, 19, 26] or assume presence of a "150%" representation which uses an implicit feature order [12, 15] . Yet they do not provide guidance on how to define this order, or how to determine a relative order of a newly-developed feature w.r.t. existing ones.
A classical approach of feature non-commutativity detection, defined by Plath and Ryan [25] , can be used to help build a composition order. The authors defined non-commutativity as "the presence of a property, the value of which is different depending on the order of the composition of the features" and proposed a model-checking approach allowing to check available properties on different composition orders. E.g., consider the Elevator System [14, 25] consisting of five features: Empty -to clear the cabin buttons when the elevator is empty; ExecutiveFloor -to override the value of the variable stop to give priority to the executive floor (not stopping in the middle); TwoThirdsFull -to override the value of stop not allowing people to get into the elevator when it is two-thirds full; Overloaded -to disallow closing of the elevator doors while it is overloaded; and Weight -to allow the elevator to calculate the weight of the people inside the cabin. Features TwoThirdsFull and ExecutiveFloor are not commutative (e.g., a property "the elevator does not stop at other floors when there is a call from the executive floor" changes value under different composition orders), whereby Empty and Weight are. Thus, an order between Empty and Weight is not required, whereas the user needs to determine which of TwoThirdsFull or ExecutiveFloor should get priority. Thus, feature non-commutativity guarantees a feature interaction, whereas feature commutativity means that order of composition does not matter. Both of these outcomes can effectively complement other feature interaction approaches.
In this paper, we aim to make commutativity analysis practical and applicable to a broad range of modern feature-based systems, so that it can be used as "the first line of defense" before running other feature interaction detections. There are three main issues we need to tackle. First of all, to prove that features commute requires checking their composition against all properties, and capturing the complete behavior of features in the form of formal specifications is an infeasible task. Thus, we aim to make our approach property-independent. Second, we need to make commutativity analysis scalable and avoid rechecking the entire system every time a single feature is modified or a new one is added. Finally, we need to support analysis of systems expressed in modern programming languages such as Java.
In [25] , features execute "atomically" in a state-machine representation of the system, i.e., they make all state changes in one step. However, when systems are represented in conventional programming languages like Java, feature execution may take several steps; furthermore, such features are composed sequentially, using superimposition [5] . Examining properties defined by researchers studying such systems [6] , we note that they do not refer to intermediate states within the feature execution, but only to states before or after running the feature, effectively treating features as atomic. In this paper, we use this notion of atomicity to formalize commutativity. The foundation of our technique is the separation between feature behavior and feature composition and efficiently checking whether different feature compositions orders leave the system in the same internal state. Otherwise, a property distinguishing between the orders can be found, and thus they do not commute. We call the technique and the accompanying tool Mr. Feature Potato Head (FPH ), named after the kids' toy which can be composed from interchangeable parts.
In this paper, we show that FPH can perform commutativity analysis in an efficient and precise manner. It performs a modular checking of pairs of features [17] , which makes the analysis very scalable: when a feature is modified, the analysis can focus only on the interactions related to that feature, without needing to consider the entire family. That is, once the initial analysis is completed, a partial order between the features of the given system can be created and used for detecting other types of interactions. Any feature added in the future will be checked against all other features for non-commutativity-related interactions to define its order among the rest of the features, but the existing order would not be affected. In this paper, we only focus on the non-commutativity analysis and consider interaction resolution as being out of scope.
Contributions. This paper makes the following contributions: (1) It defines commutativity for features expressed in imperative programming languages and composed via superimposition. (2) It proposes a novel modular representation for features that distinguishes between feature composition and behavior. (3) It defines and implements a modular specification-free feature commutativity analysis that focuses on pairs of features rather than on complete products or product families. (4) It instantiates this analysis on features expressed in Java. (5) It shows that the implemented analysis is effective for detecting instances of non-commutativity as well as proving their absence. (6) It evaluates the efficiency and scalability of the approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We provide the necessary background, fix the notation and define the notion of commutativity in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we describe our iterative tool-supported methodology for detecting feature non-commutativity for systems expressed in Java. We evaluate the effectiveness and scalability of our approach in Sect. 4, compare our approach to related work in Sect. 5 and conclude in Sect. 6
1 .
Preliminaries
In this section, we present the basic concepts and definitions and define the notion of commutativity used throughout this paper. Feature-Oriented Software Development (FOSD). In FOSD, products are specified by a set of features (configuration). A base system has no features. While defining the notion of a feature is an active research topic [11] , in this paper we assume that a feature is "a structure that extends and modifies the structure of a given program in order to satisfy a stakeholder's requirement, to implement a design decision and to offer a configuration option" [5] . Each feature describes the modifications that need to be made to the base system, also represented by an FST, to enable the behavior of the feature. While FSTs are generally language-independent, in this paper we focus on features defined in a Java-based language. For example, consider the Java code snippet in Fig. 1 , which shows the ExecutiveFloor. This feature makes one of the floors "an executive one". If there is a call to or from this floor, it gets priority over any other call. This feature is written in Java using a special keyword original [5] (line 9). Under this composition, a call from the new method to every existing method with the same name is added, in order to preserve the original behavior. Without original, new methods replace existing ones.
The feature ExecutiveFloor in Fig. 1 is represented by the tuple executive, T , where T is the FST in Fig. 2 . ElevatorSystem is a Non Terminal Node that represents the ElevatorSystem package with the tuple ElevatorSystem, package , and stopRequestedInDirection is a Terminal Node represented by stopRequestedInDirection, method, body , where body is the content of the stopRequested-InDirection method in Fig. 1 (lines 8-9 ). Another Non Terminal Node is Elevator, whereas executiveFloor, isExecutiveFloor, isExecutiveFloorCalling and stopRequestedAtCurrentFloor are Terminal. For Java-specified features, Terminal Nodes represent methods, fields, import statements, modifier lists, as well as extends, implements and throws clauses whereas directories, files, packages and classes are represented by Non Terminals.
Superimposition Process. Given two FSTs, starting from the root and proceeding recursively to create a new FST, two nodes are composed when they share the same name and type and when their parent nodes have been composed. For Terminal Nodes which additionally have a body, if a Node A is composed with a Node B, the body of A is replaced by that of B unless the keyword original is present in the body of B. In this case, the body of A is replaced by that of B and the keyword is replaced by A's body. Since the original keyword is not used for fields, the body of the initial field is always replaced by that of the new one. Figure 3 gives an example of a composition of a simplified ExecutiveFloor feature with the elevator base system. Terminal Nodes that have been overridden by the feature are with dashed outline and new fields and methods added by the feature are shown as shaded nodes. For example, the method stopRequested, which is part of the base system, is overridden by the feature, whereas the field executiveFloor, which is only part of the feature, is added to the base system. Commutativity. We define commutativity w.r.t. properties observable before or after features finish their execution (as those in [6] ). A state of the system after superimposing a feature is the valuation of each variable (or array, object, field, etc. [24] ) of the base system and each variable (or array, etc.) introduced by the feature. We also add a new variable inBase which is true iff this state is not within a method overridden by any feature. In the rest of the paper, we refer to states where inBase is true as inBase states. A transition of the system is an execution of a statement, including method calls and return statements [24] .
Then we say that two features commute if they preserve valuation of properties of the form G(inBase =⇒ φ), where φ is a propositional formula defined over any system state variables. That is, they do not commute if there is at least one state of the base system which changes depending on the order in which the features are composed. For example, the property "the elevator does not stop at other floors when there is a call from the executive floor", used in Sect. 1 to identify non-commutativity between features TwoThirdsFull and ExecutiveFloor, is G(inBase =⇒ ¬(isExecutiveFloorCalling ∧ stopped ∧ floor =executiveFloor )).
Methodology
Our goal is to provide a scalable technique for determining whether features commute by establishing whether the two different composition orders leave the system in the same internal state. The workflow of FPH is shown below. The first step of FPH is to transform each feature from an FST into an FPH representation consisting of a set of fragments. The base is transformed in the same way as the individual features. Each fragment is further split into feature behavior and feature composition -see Sect. 3.1. Afterwards, we check for non-compositionality. If there do not exist feature fragments that have shared location of composition, i.e., whose feature composition components are the same, then the features commute. Otherwise, check the pairs of feature fragments for behavior preservation, i.e., when the two features are composed in the same location, the previous behavior is still present and can be executed. If this check succeeds, we perform the shared variables check -see Sect. 3.2.
Separating Feature Behavior and Composition
We now formally define the FPH representation of features that separates the behavior of features and location of their composition and provide transformation operators between the FPH and the FST representations. The bp field is true if every path within body contains the keyword original; otherwise, it is false. For the composition component, the location field gets its value from the unique path to the Terminal Node from the root of the FST. vars are the parameters of the method and the fields that are used within it.
E.g., consider creating the FPH representation for ExecutiveFloor feature in Fig. 2 . Since there are five Terminal Nodes, five fragments will be created to represent each node. In the fragment created for the stopRequestedInDirection node, the information in fb about name, node and type is derived from the information stored in the node, fb = stopRequestedInDirection, method, [body] , where body consists of lines 8-9 of Fig. 1 . bp is false since the keyword original is within an if statement and vars consists only of the method parameters since the method does not use any global fields. After separating, the feature composition is fc = ElevatorSystem.Elevator.stopRequested-InDirection.
To transform features from FPH back to FST, we define the Join operator. It takes as input a list of feature fragments and returns an FST (see Fig. 4b ). It creates a new Terminal Node to be added to the FST for each feature fragment in the given feature. The name, type and body attributes of the node are filled using the corresponding fields in the feature behavior component of the fragment. Then, starting from the root node, for every node in the location path of the feature composition component, if the node does not exist in the FST, it is added; otherwise, the next node of the path is examined. The information about bp and vars is already contained in the body of the Terminal Node and is no longer considered as a separate field. E.g., joining the ExecutiveFloor feature that we previously separated yields the FST in Fig. 2 , as expected. 
Compositional Analysis of Non-commutativity
We now formally present the algorithm check commutativity, a sequence of increasingly more precise, and more expensive, static checks to perform noncommutativity analysis. These are called shared location, behavior preservation and shared variables -see Fig. 4c . Additionally, we prove soundness and correctness of the FPH methodology, i.e., that our checks guarantee feature commutativity as defined in Sect. 2.
Check Shared Location. The first check examines whether F 1 and F 2 have any fragments that can be composed in the same location (line 3). Clearly, when F 1 and F 2 are applied in different places, e.g., they change different methods, inBase states are the same independently of their order of composition, and thus the features commute. Otherwise, more precise checks are required. E.g., ExecutiveFloor (see Fig. 2 ) and Empty (see Fig. 5a ) do not share methods or fields and thus can be applied in either order. Check Shared Variables. If F 1 and F 2 are activated at different places and both preserve the original behavior, commutativity of their composition depends on whether they have shared variables that can be both read and written. This check aims to detect that. E.g., both features Empty (see Fig. 5a ) and Weight (see Fig. 5b ) modify the leaveElevator method and preserve the original behavior.
Since no variables between them are shared, the order of composition does not affect the execution of the resulting system. Extracting shared variable information requires not only identifying which variable is part of each feature behavior, but also running points-to analysis since aliasing is very common in Java. Moreover, a shared variable might not appear in the body of the affected method but instead in the body of a method called by it. Yet existing frameworks for implementing interprocedural points-to analyses [21] may not correctly identify all variables read and written within a method. Moreover, even if two features do write to the same location, this may not manifest a feature interaction. E.g., they may write the same value. For these reasons, our shared variables check may introduce false positives and false negatives. We evaluate its precision in Sect. 4. When two features merely read the same variable, it does not present an interaction problem. We handle this case in our implementation (see Sect. 4). Fig. 4c is sound: when it outputs Success, F 1 and F 2 commute.
Theorem 4 (Soundness). Given features F 1 and F 2 , if variables read and written by them are correctly identified, Algorithm in
Complexity. Let |F | be the number of features in the system and let M be the largest number of fragments that each feature can have. For a pair of feature fragments, checking shared location and checking behavior preservation are both done in constant time, so the overall complexity of these steps is O((|F | × M )
2 ). In the worst case, all features affect the same set of methods and thus the shared variables check should be run on all of them. Yet, all fragments in a feature are non-overlapping, and thus the number of these checks is at most |F | 2 × M .
The time to perform a shared variable check, which we denote by SV , can vary depending on an implementation and can be as expensive as PSPACE-hard.
Thus, the overall complexity of non-commutativity detection is O((|F
| × M ) 2 + SV × |F | 2 × M ).
Evaluation
In this section, we present an experimental evaluation of FPH, aiming to answer the following research questions: (RQ1) How effective is FPH in performing non-commutativity analysis of feature-based systems? (RQ2) How accurate is FPH's non-commutativity analysis? (RQ3) How efficient is FPH compared to state-of-the-art tools for performing non-commutativity analysis? (RQ4) How well does FPH scale as the number of fragments increases?
Tool Support. We have implemented our methodology (Sect. 3) as follows. The Separate process is implemented on top of FeatureHouse's composition operator in Java. We use the parsing process that was provided in FeatureHouse [4] to separate features to the FPH representation and added about 200 LOC.
The main process to check commutativity is implemented as a Python script in about 250 LOC. The first two parts of the commutativity check are directly implemented in the script. The third one, Check shared variables, requires considering possible aliases of feature-based Java programs. For this check, we have implemented a Java program, FPH varsAnalysis, that calls Soot [21] to build the call graph and analyze each reachable method. FPH varsAnalysis is an interprocedural context insensitive points-to analysis that, given two feature fragments that superimpose the same method, checks whether a variable of the same type is written by at least one of them and read or written by the other. Since feature fragments cannot be compiled by themselves (and thus Soot cannot be used on them), in order to do alias analysis, our program requires a representation that consists of the base system and all possible features. This representation is readily available for systems from the SPLVerifier repository since it uses a family-based approach to analysis. We generate a similar representation for all other systems used in our experiments.
Models and Methods.
We have applied FPH to 29 case studies written in Java. In the first five columns of Table 1 , we summarize the information about these systems. The first six have been considered by SPLVerifier [6] -a tool for checking whether a software product line (SPL) satisfies its feature specifications. SPLVerifier includes sample-based, product-based and family-based analyses and assumes that the order in which features should be composed is provided. The SPLVerifier examples came with specifications given by aspects woven at base system points, with an exception thrown if the state violates an expected property. The rest of our case studies are SPLs from the FeatureHouse repository [4] .
We were unable to identify other techniques for analyzing feature commutativity of Java programs. Plath and Ryan [25] and Atlee et al. [8] compare different composition orders but handle only state machines. SPLVerifier [6] represents state of the art in verification of feature-based systems expressed in Java, but it is not designed to do non-commutativity analysis. In the absence of alternative tools, we adapted SPLVerifier to the task of finding non-commutativity violations to be able to compare with FPH.
We conducted two experiments to evaluate FPH and to answer our research questions. For the first, we ran SPLVerifier on the first six systems (all properties that came with them satisfied the pattern in Sect. 2 and thus were appropriate for commutativity detection) presented in Table 1 to identify non-commutativity interactions. Since SPLVerifier is designed to check products against a set of specifications, we have to define what a commutativity check means in this context. For a pair of features, SPLVerifier would detect a commutativity violation if, upon composing these features in different orders, the provided property produces different values. During this check, SPLVerifier considers composition of all other features of the system in all possible orders and thus can identify two-way, three-way, etc. feature interactions, if applicable. We measured the time taken by SPLVerifier and the number of interactions found.
For the second experiment, we checked all 29 systems using FPH to identify non-commutativity interactions. We measured the number of feature pairs that required checking for shared variables, the time the analysis took and the precision of FPH in finding interactions. We were unable to establish ground truth for non-commutativity analysis in cases where FPH required the shared variables check due to our tool's reliance on Soot's unsound call graph construction [7] . Thus, we measured precision of our analysis by manually analyzing the validity of every interaction found by FPH. We also calculated SPLVerifier's relative recall, i.e., the ratio of non-commutativity-related interactions detected by FPH that were also detected by SPLVerifier. We did not encounter any interactions that were detected by SPLVerifier but not by FPH.
When the shared variables check is not necessary, our technique is sound. In such cases, if we inform the user that two features are commutative, they certainly are, and there is no need to define an order between them. As shown below, soundness was affected only for a small number of feature pairs. Moreover, advances in static analysis techniques may improve our results for those cases in the future. Our experiments were performed on a 2 GB RAM Virtual machine within an Intel Core i5 machine dual-core at 1.3 GHz.
Results. Columns 6-10 of Table 1 summarize results of our experiments, including, for the first six examples, SPLVerifier's precision and (relative) recall. "SV pairs" capture the number of feature pairs for which the shared variables check was required. A dash in the precision columns means that the measurement was not meaningful since no interactions were detected. E.g., SPLVerifier does not detect any non-commutativity interactions for Email, and FPH does not find any non-commutativity interactions for EPL. FPH found a number of instances of non-commutativity such as the one between ExecutiveFloor and TwoThirdsFull in the Elevator System. Only one SV check was required (while checking Empty and Weight features). Without our technique, the user would need to provide order between the five features of the Elevator System, that is, specify 20 (5 × 4) ordering constraints. FPH allows us to conclude that ExecutiveFloor and TwoThirdsFull do not commute, that Empty and Weight likely commute but this is not guaranteed, and that all other pairs of features do commute. Thus, only two feature pairs required further analysis by the user. The Minepump system did not require the shared variable check at all and thus FPH analysis for it is sound, and all three of the found interactions were manually confirmed to be "real" (thus, precision is 1). ChatSystem/Weiss has nine features which would imply needing to define the order between 72 (9 × 8) feature pairs. Four non-commutativity cases were found, all using the shared variables check, but only three were confirmed as "real" via a manual inspection (thus, precision is 0.75). We conclude that FPH is effective in discovering noncommutativity violations and proving their absence (RQ1).
We now turn to studying the accuracy of FPH w.r.t. finding noncommutativity violations (RQ2). From Table 1 , we observe that for the Elevator System, both FPH and SPLVerifier correctly detect a non-commutativity interaction. For the Minepump system, SPLVerifier only finds two out of the three interactions found by FPH (relative recall = 0.67). For the Email system, AJStats, ZipMe, and GPL the specifications available in SPLVerifier do not allow detecting any of the non-commutativity interactions found by FPH (relative recall = 0).
GPL was a problematic case for FPH, affecting its precision. The graph algorithms in this example take a set of vertices and create and maintain an internal data structure (e.g., to calculate the vertices involved in the shortest path or in a strongly connected component). With this data structure, our analysis found a number of possible shared variables and incorrectly deemed several features as non-commutative. E.g., the algorithms to find cycles or the shortest path between two nodes access the same set of vertices but change different fields and thus are commutative. One way of avoiding such false positives would be to implement field-sensitive alias analysis. While more precise, it will be significantly slower than our current shared variables analysis. For the remaining systems, either FPH's reported interactions were "real", or, in cases where it returned some false positives (ChatSystemBurke, ChatSystemWeiss, and TankWar), it had to do with the precision of the alias analysis. Thus, given SPLVerifier's set of properties, FPH always exhibited the same or better precision and recall than SPLVerifier. Moreover, for all but three of the remaining systems, FPH exhibited perfect precision. We thus conclude that FPH is very accurate (RQ2).
We now turn to the efficiency of our analysis (RQ3). The time it took to separate features into behavior and composition was usually under 5 s. The outlier was BerkeleyDB, which took about a minute, due to the number of features and especially fragments (BerkeleyDB has 2667 fragments whereas Violet has 912 and the other systems have at most 229). In general, the time taken by FPH's commutativity check was highly influenced by the number of calls to FPH varsAnalysis. Figure 6a shows the number of calls to FPH varsAnalysis as the number of features increases. E.g., BerkeleyDB has 98 features and required only one call to FPH varsAnalysis, while AJStats has 19 features and required 136 of these calls. More features does not necessarily imply needing more of these checks. E.g., Violet and BerkeleyDB required fewer checks than AJStats, TankWar, and GPL, and yet they have more features. Figure 6b shows the overall time spent by FPH varAnalysis per system being analyzed. NotepadQuark and Violet took more time (resp., 1192 sec. and 1270 sec.) than GPL (1084 sec.) since these systems have calls to Java GUI libraries (awt and swing), thus resulting in a larger call graph than for GPL. A similar situation occurred during checking TankWar (1790 sec.) and AJStats (1418 sec.). It took FPH under 200 s in most cases and less than 35 min in the worst case to analyze non-commutativity (see Fig. 6b ). FPH was efficient because FPH varAnalysis was required for a relatively small fraction of pairs of feature fragments. We plot this information in Fig. 6c . For each analyzed system, it shows the percentage of feature fragments for which behavior preservation (BP) or shared variables (SV) was the last check conducted by FPH (out of the possible 100%). We omit the systems for which these checks were required for less than 1% of feature pairs. The figure shows that the calls to FPH varsAnalysis (to compute SV, in blue) were not required for over 96% of feature pairs.
To check for non-commutativity violations, SPLVerifier needs to check all possible products which is infeasible in practice. So we set the timeout to one hour during which SPLVerifier was able to check 110 products for Elevator, 57 for Email, 151 for Minepump, 3542 for GPL, 2278 for AJStats and 1269 for ZipMe. For each of these systems, a different check is required for every specification, thus the same product is checked more than once if more than one specification exists. Even though GPL, AJStats and ZipMe are larger systems with more features, they have fewer properties associated with them and therefore we were able to check more products within one hour. Thus, to answer RQ3, FPH was much more efficient than SPLVerifier in performing non-commutativity analysis.
SPLVerifier was only able to analyze products containing the base system and at most three features before reaching a timeout. Moreover, FPH can guarantee commutativity, while SPLVerifier cannot because of it being based on the properties given.
Our experiments also allow us to conclude that our technique is highly scalable (RQ4). E.g., the percentage of calls to FPH varsAnalysis is shown to be small and increases only slightly with increase in the number of fragments (see Fig. 6a and b) .
Threats to Validity. Our results may not generalize to other feature-based systems expressed in Java. We believe we have mitigated this threat by running our tool on examples provided by FeatureHouse. They include a variety of systems of different sizes which we consider to be representative of typical Java featurebased systems. As mentioned earlier, our use of SPLVerifier was not as intended by its designers. We also had no ground truth when the shared variable check was required. For those few cases, we calculated SPLVerifier's relative instead of actual recall.
Related Work
In this section, we survey related work on modular feature definitions, feature interaction detection and commutativity-related feature interactions.
Modular Feature Definitions.
A number of approaches to modular feature definitions have been proposed. E.g., the composition language in [8] includes states in which the feature is to be composed (similar to our fg.location) and the feature behavior (similar to our fb.body). Other work [4, 9, 10] uses superimposition of FSTs to obtain the composed system. In [14, 25] , new variables are added or existing ones are changed with particular kind of compositions (either executing a new behavior when a particular variable is read, or adding a check before a particular variable is set). These approaches treat the feature behavior together with its composition specification. Instead, our approach automatically separates feature definition into the behavioral and the composition part, enabling a more scalable and efficient analysis.
Feature Interaction Detection. Calder et al. [13] survey approaches for analyzing feature interactions. Interactions occur because the behavior of one feature is being affected by others, e.g., by adding non-deterministic choices that result in conflicting states, by adding infinite loops that affect termination, or by affecting some assertions that are satisfied by the feature on its own. Checking these properties as well as those discussed in more recent work [8, 15, 18, 19] requires building the entire SPL. Additionally, all these approaches consider state machine representations which are not available for most SPLs, and extracting them from code is non-trivial. SPLLift [12] is a family-based static analysis tool not directly intended to find interactions. Any change in a feature would require building the family-based representation again, whereas we conduct modular checks between features. Spek [26] is a product-based approach that analyzes whether the different products satisfy provided feature specifications. It does not check whether the features commute.
Non-commutativity-Related Feature Interactions. [5, 8] also looked at detecting non-commutativity-related feature interactions. [5] presents a feature algebra and shows why composition (by superimposition) is, in general, not commutative. [8] analyzes feature commutativity by checking for bisimulation, and the result of the composition is a state machine representing the product. Neither work reports on a tool or applies to systems expressed in Java.
Aspect-Oriented Approaches. Storzer et al. [27] present a tool prototype for detecting precedence-related interactions in AspectJ. Technically, this approach is very similar to ours: it (a) detects which advice is activated at the same place; (b) checks whether the proceed keyword and exceptions are present; and (c) analyzes read and written variables. Yet, the focus is on aspects, and often many aspects are required to implement a single feature [23] . This implies that for m features with an average of n aspects each, the analysis in [27] needs to make O (m · n) 2 checks, while our approach requires O m 2 checks. Therefore, the approach in [27] might be significantly slower than FPH. [1] analyzes interactions of aspects given by composition filters by checking for simulation among all the different orderings in which advice with shared joinpoints can be composed. As the number of advice with shared joinpoints increases, that approach considers every possible ordering, while we keep the analysis pairwise. [16, 20] define modular techniques to check properties of aspect-oriented systems. [16] uses assume-guarantee reasoning to verify and detect interactions even when aspects can be activated within other aspects. It does not require an order but does require specifications to detect whether a certain composition order would not satisfy these. [20] uses the explicit CTL model-checking algorithm to distribute global properties into local properties to be checked for each aspect. This yields a modular check. In addition to requiring specifications, this technique assumes AspectJ's ordering of aspects.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a compositional approach for checking noncommutativity of features in systems expressed in Java. The method is based on determining whether pairs of features can write to the same variables and thus the order in which features are composed to the base system may determine their valuation. The method is complementary to other feature interaction detection approaches such as [6, 12] in that it helps build an order in which features are to be composed. When two features commute, they can be composed in any order. In addition, this method helps detect a number of feature interactions. The method is implemented in our framework FPH -Mr. Feature Potato Head. FPH does not require specifying properties of features and does not need to consider the entire set of software products every time a feature is modified. By performing an extensive empirical evaluation of FPH, we show that the approach is highly scalable and effective. In the future, we plan to further evaluate our technique, handle languages outside of Java and experiment with more precise methods for determining shared variables.
